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Transliteration of the Channeling "Annual Message"
of Archangel Chamuel by Heike Lieselotte Schneider on December 27, 2021

"Be blessed you beloved children of light. We are the energy you call Chamuel.
Beloved children in the light. We have been asked to give the annual message for
next year. Before we do this, of course, we would like to reiterate that you need a lot
of time for yourselves. Really try as often as possible to go into contemplation, into
meditation, into deep breathing, try to connect. What is currently affecting you, the
position that the earth will soon take in the universe, will affect you with such a high
frequency of energy that eventually every cell in your body will get another wake-up
call on a higher level. This means that finally the rebuilding will take place. Not the
rebuilding to something new, but to what you are supposed to be. The limitations that
have been imposed on your cells as well as on the chakras will be lifted once and for
all. The body needs this time, it needs a lot of sleep, it needs a lot of rest. It needs
time to adjust to the new energies. All the old things that keep coming up want to be
looked at again. Eventually every part of the body will be affected, that you feel it in
one way or another, of course muscles, tissues, the eyes, eventually no stone will be
left unturned, and we say this with a smile, because everyone who is ready to accept
these energies on all levels will walk with ease into the new energy, into the new time,
which of course will also begin next year.
Beloved children in the light. Next year is a year of 6. The 6 is a number of darkness,
or rather, a corrupted number of darkness. Ultimately, however, the point is that
darkness becomes light, simply by the light, the love, re-transforming the darkness
back into what it originally was.
Beloved children in the light. The power and strength that each individual soul carries
within itself is so all-encompassing, spanning times, that ultimately everything that
will be in the past, the present, the future, all already exists. The result will definitely
be a positive one.
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But first of all the hint that the next year will be a year which will be accompanied by
great sadness and also pain especially in the first months. However, you will only feel
sadness and pain if you ultimately remain stuck in the 3D vibrational frequency. Once
you are ready to go to the higher vibrational frequencies, the 4th dimension, more
often, you will find that you have a primal trust in all that is, that you have a confidence
and that you know that all the souls that will go, that will choose to go, and even
though it will be a large number, it does not mean in the end that only sadness and
pain will be existent.
Beloved children. Every single soul decides. Every single soul has made the choice.
Alas, the souls were not always asked. Decisions made from the ego structure seem
to have the impression of free will. However, this does not correspond to the full facts.
Free will can only be lived one hundred percent when the soul is involved. For many,
who have decided to take the poison out of ego structures, it means that in the end
the soul parts are fragmented outside, still existing in the auric field, but quite often
no longer really in the person himself. But the little spark, the little bit, the very thin
thread, which is still there, is enough. If you decide to pray for these people. If you
decide to provide these people with light and love. And this means, not for the
individual, this means the community. Every day the light is increasing, the
connectedness of people is increasing exponentially to an extent because the
connectedness that is felt. "When two or more come together in His name and He
walks in the midst of you," ultimately means that a wave is completely passed through
the entire planet, but also through the entire universe. This is the wake-up call, the
call for help that is needed to ultimately send help because of the great amount of
lived free will, soulful free will that is needed to accelerate the awakening process so
much. The help will come next year.
Beloved children in the light. So many souls throughout the universe have their eyes
on this process at this time. The darkness has already lost.
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As we have said before, darkness already contains death within it, because darkness
is not ensouled.
The next year will be challenging for one or the other. It will also be challenging for
all of humanity to some extent. But, this challenge will be met. Challenge means that
many people will say goodbye, but again, remember, they are not completely lost. As
long as there is soul, the soul will be healed. Through your prayers you can accelerate
this healing in many areas so that they can enter into the Source.
Beloved children. The darkness will come up with everything they have up their
sleeves next year. It is the struggle for existence. It is the struggle for life and death
for the darkness. Many not ensouled entities will not be able to keep their shape in
form. The more people enter the 4th dimension and the more people can hold that
energy level, the less the darkness can do. The darkness can only reach to the lower
level of the 4th dimension. Anything above that, any laughter, any joy, any love, any
connection, any recognition, any light-filled feeling can and will overcome the
darkness.
Year 6 is a year of challenge. It is the year which ultimately ushers in completion. The
twofold mirrored 6 results in the 9. In the end it means nothing else than that the
completion can come, which lies in the 9. It is initiated. The old must go, in order to
be able to have the new existent, in order to be able to create the new. The ground
is being prepared now to be able to let the completion manifest in all its allencompassing forms.
Beloved children in the light. Do not be afraid! Life always finds a way. Life will never
stop. No ensouled being will ever truly be dead. Not as you imagine it. The illusions
that lie on the earth in different levels, the truths, will come to light more and more.
This is already happening – “he who has eyes, let him see; he who has ears, let him
hear.” Every day a little more truth will come out. Every day, those who are still willing
to go along, will become awake, change and can change their mind.
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Even though the darkness is still trying to manifest or create wars or anything else,
because they can't really manifest, it means that with your power and your strength
you can accomplish far, far more. You could neutralize everything, you can dissolve
everything. The soul of every human being accesses the Divine Source through the
Higher Self and nothing is impossible for the Divine Source.
Beloved Children of Light. What does it mean that the unsouled beings can no longer
hold their form? You will be able to see the true forms of each person. In their eyes,
in their facial expressions, but also in their appearance. Many of the global players
who are ultimately not of humanity will be visible to you. Humanity will turn more and
more towards the light. Many groups around the world have already done this to an
extent that you cannot imagine.
Do not believe the lies that are provided to you through news and media. Go into
nature. Connect. You will find that the problems there do not exist at all. Stand up for
yourselves. If you don't want to have a discussion for the hundred and fiftieth time
about the same topic, then a friendly, smiling "No." is enough. That is free will in
action. But the "no" can only come across openly and honestly if it is spoken from the
soul. Free from any thought structures that this is not proper, that one cannot, must
not stand up for oneself, or that one should not be so egoistic.
Free will means to be allowed to say "no" in all freedom with every cell of your body.
This is free will. This is the expression of the soul, if the connection to the soul really
exists. An entity that is dark, that is not ensouled, will be careful not to come near an
ensouled person, if he is in connection with his soul, that is, vibrating in love, because
this power would be too great for the unsouled to bear this proximity at all, let alone
be afraid of being immediately transformed in the light. If this power is not only
present to you on the cognitive level, but really in the whole being, vibrating, in the
body, you will no longer be afraid, because of what? To reduce fear, it is useful not
to be told all day that you must be afraid.
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It is useful to tell yourself that you are lovable, that you are good, and that you give
up this supposed false hypnosis via news, media or otherwise, once and for all.
Beloved child in the light. Your power and your strength is of such great, allencompassing energy frequency that ultimately is not containable to yourself in any
way. This power and this strength ultimately has the power to transform all darkness
into the complete plane of light.
Beloved child in the light. All that is dark may now become light. All that is in shadow
is now becoming visible. This process is not simply switched, it is not simply existent
from one moment to the next, it is finally done in such a way that the majority of
humanity can actually cope with it. And this "being able to cope" can only be possible
if the strength and the power in everyone is accepted. This power and this strength
is already existing in the soul and this existence wants to come out, it wants to be
lived now.
Beloved children in the light. For each of you it will be more or less exciting or not so
exciting. For each of you, the path that is taken will be the right one. And when the
question comes why it has to be so dark or so painful, it means nothing else than that
ultimately many people learn rather through pain. Pain and fear - the absence of love
- the emotional structures that dissolve more and more, means nothing else than that
ultimately one's own power and strength can be lived in every level. It means in
reverse that this pain can be transformed and changed. The transformation needs
only a moment, a smile, a word of love, an acknowledgement, be it from yourself or
from another person.
Beloved children in the light. The power and the strength is there. The Earth will be
almost entirely liberated next year. This means that the earth must also transform. It
means that it will shake and shiver a little more. And it also means that the darkness
will try to create as much chaos as possible.
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They will try to create a war. Do not believe everything you see on television. Stay in
your power, in your strength. Leave the media out. Go into nature. And you will find
that the world is wonderful. And you will find that the power of the earth is increasing.
But for that, it is essential that you get out of these movies that are shown to you in
different levels once and for all. It is indispensable that you get involved with the
lightful powerful energy conglomerate that is in the making and that is getting stronger
with every day, where several people are together, that is spreading over the whole
world like a net, that you have a part in it. This does not mean that you have to run
with it if you don't want to, it just means that you take the time and run with it
energetically. That you support the power and the strength of this movement with
your whole heart, with your whole being in the truest sense of the word.
Beloved children in the light. When the young and the powerful run and the old and
the wise distribute the energy, what should then still stop this movement. Nothing
more. This movement can no longer be stopped because the Light has already won.
What is happening now is that the light is becoming more and more visible. Where
the light becomes brighter and stronger, the last corners of darkness will be
illuminated. This process takes some time. When you look around and see how many
people, whether in their own families, whether teachers, policemen, lawyers or
whatever, judges, have participated in the darkness to enrich themselves or precisely
because they trust the darkness rather than the light, when you consider that these
levels may also be purified or will be purified, it is, so to speak, what will eventually
be called "God's judgment", in various forms.
Beloved children in the light. The year of farewell, which is the "6", signifies the
turnaround also towards the completion of the "9". This change will also be there next
year. It will be heralded next year. The end of the old and the birth of the new. The
Divine Power in its all-encompassingness will then be visible on all levels in the
following year, in a year of 7, which is the Divine number. This will be the beginning
of the new construction, but the origin must take place next year and it will. Nothing
can stop it.
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Every day more people are waking up, more souls are realizing that the ego made
the wrong decision, better said, the soul already knew it before, but the ego cannot
have the all-encompassing power in the 4th dimension as it does now. The less ego
in play, the less your thought-constructs can be nourished by darkness. The less the
thought constructs are nourished, the clearer and easier the soul can speak. This is
the change that is ushering in the whole. And the change has already begun
noticeably for all of you. The clearing up needs a certain time. The complete
restructuring of the whole world takes some time. But these are beautiful things.
These are things that will ultimately enrich you, your souls, your families, your friends
on all levels.
Beloved children, you are not alone. The wake-up call came from the universe. Many
have felt it within themselves. The call is getting stronger. And this time your call of
liberation is joining it. And this call of liberation resounds throughout the universe and
is heard by all levels. The power of humanity, the power of humanity is infinitely great
united in love, united in the highest vibration of the universe, united in power. United
in honor, in decency, in respect, this power - crowned by love - will never be overcome
by darkness. To feel this in you, to live in you, ultimately means to observe the last
moments of darkness, but to no longer participate in them. Every soul that sincerely
repents is released. The unsouled have no choice. And no one will escape Divine
Justice, this is not possible.
Beloved children of light, you are the future. You are the change you have been
waiting for all this time. This change must be born from each and every soul, and this
birthing process is already underway.
Truly, we tell you, this world will become what it was always meant to be: paradise.
If you invite us, we will be by your side every step of the way. No soul is alone. "To
him who asks, it will be given; to him who knocks, it will be opened." You are infinitely
loved. And you can never fall lower than into the Creator's hand.
We bless you in the light of Divine Omnipotence, now and always, and so be it!”
(Archangel Chamuel)
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